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has anyone else heard of this problem on microsoft's latest oem update? i bought a brand new
lenovo thinkpad x201 model and installed windows 7 ultimate (i originally had windows vista). the

whole thing went great, until the system was powered off, the next morning it wouldn't turn on at all.
lenovo tech support has diagnosed the problem as being a bad hard disk that's causing the problem,

and can be fixed with no harm to the installation. so, i went to get that hard disk replaced (it's the
first one i've ever had to replace), but when i brought it back to the office with the new drive, the
same thing happens. i get to a certain point, just after loading some drivers (either the generic, or

the driver for the chipset), the screen goes completely black and the system completely freezes. the
computer will not even power off at this point. so i finally decide to go to the store to see what the
problem is. i show them the steps i followed (went over them four or five times), and they confirm
that everything happened just as i described. they say that windows 7 on the laptop shouldn't be

installed on a drive larger than 750 gb (i have over 2 tb on this laptop). since i had already paid for
the hard disk, i just ask them to install the os and quit, and don't take the disk. so they install the os

and i find out i can't boot into windows without a cd (the only thing that worked before the new
installation was an oem cd with windows 7 oem). as soon as i get the reboot screen they hang with

an error about not being able to fix something. i let it go for a bit, and i can finally boot into windows
again. i then run a full scan, which takes about two hours (it's out of warranty, but i don't have the
option of just using a new disk). during this process i find out about both of the two problems i've
had with this laptop so far. the first problem is that my computer would overheat and shut down

regularly, and the second problem is that my hard disk will not boot unless the hard disk is attached.
so far, the only way i can get in to the install screen to do a recovery fix is to attach the old hard
disk. i've gone through the first seven (yes, seven) steps of the recovery process three times (the
first time is because the first time i rebooted, i got an error about the systems clock being out of

sync. i tried the recovery again, and during it i noticed that my hard disk wasn't on. i had to detach it
and reattach it when i rebooted (they didn't tell me i could see it in device manager, but i still knew
when it was being used). so, i then went through the first seven steps a second time, and all that

time it kept telling me that the system clock wasn't being set (and it didn't know what to do to fix the
problem). so i just went through and did the reboot on its own and it got stuck on checking the basic
disk and the no bootable device was found. so i decided to wait and see if it would fix itself. i went to

bed and came back the next day, and waited a few more hours.
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